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MOTIVES AND REPRESENTABILITY OF ALGEBRAIC
CYCLES ON THREEFOLDS OVER A FIELD
S. GORCHINSKIY, V. GULETSKI˘I
Abstract. We study algebraic cycles on threefolds and finite-dimen-
sionality of their motives with coefficients in Q. We decompose the
motive of a non-singular projective threefoldX with representable al-
gebraic part of CH0(X) into Lefschetz motives and the Picard motive
of a certain abelian variety, isogenous to the Griffiths’ intermediate
Jacobian J2(X) when the ground field is C. In particular, it implies
motivic finite-dimensionality of Fano threefolds over a field. We also
prove representability of zero-cycles on several classes of threefolds fi-
bred by surfaces with algebraicH2. This gives another new examples
of three-dimensional varieties whose motives are finite-dimensional.
1. Introduction
It is well known that algebraic cycles in codimension greater than one
are hard to understand even for surfaces. A general Bloch-Beilinson’s
philosophy says that the Chow groups of all smooth projective varieties
should be filtered, and the graded pieces of those filtrations should be
isomorphic to Ext-groups in a certain conjectural category of mixed mo-
tives over the ground field. Finite-dimensional motives, which had been
introduced by S.Kimura in [15], shed a new light on the motivic picture of
intersection theory. IfX is a surface over an algebraically closed field with
algebraic second cohomology group, the Chow group of zero cycles on X
is representable if and only if the motive M(X) is finite-dimensional, see
[12], Theorem 7. The purpose of the present paper is to investigate some
interesting links between motivic finite-dimensionality and representabil-
ity of algebraic cycles on three-dimensional varieties over an arbitrary
algebraically closed ground field k. In particular, we will show that the
motive of a smooth projective threefold X over k can be decomposed
into a sum of Lefschetz and Abelian motives if and only if zero-cycles
are representable on X (Theorem 8). To some extent, this result can
be considered as a most possible analog of Theorem 7 from [12]. No-
tice that representability of zero-cycles on Fano threefolds was proved
uniformly by Kolla´r in [16], which was a generalization of the results of
Bloch and Murre, see a survey in [23]. Joint with our result it gives
motivic finite-dimensionality for all Fano threefolds. Then we prove rep-
resentability of algebraically trivial algebraic cycles on several new types
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of threefolds, in characteristic zero, fibred by surfaces with algebraic H2
(Theorem 13). After all, this gives another series of threefolds whose mo-
tives are finite-dimensional over a field of characteristic zero (Theorem
15 and Theorem 16). One can hope that such fund of threefolds with
known finite-dimensionality of their motives can be useful in approaching
the problem of motivic finite-dimensionality for K3-surfaces.
The paper is organized as follows. First we recall Chow motives over a
base and prove a sort of “Manin’s lemma” which is interesting itself and
needed in further computations. Then we recall some necessary things
about weak representability of algebraic cycles, and then develop a mo-
tivic vision of that effect suitable in our approach. All of this covers
Sections 2 - 4. In Section 5 we state and prove Theorem 8 bringing a
motivic criteria for representability of algebraic cycles on threefolds over
an arbitrary algebraically closed field. In Section 6 we investigate three-
folds fibred by surfaces with pg = 0 and show when algebraic cycles on
such threefolds are representable, so their motives are finite-dimensional.
Finally, in the last section we apply the previous results in the very con-
crete setting and prove representability of algebraic cycles and motivic
finite-dimensionality for threefolds fibred by Enriques and hyperelliptic
surfaces.
2. Some motivic lemma
Throughout this paper we use various categories of motives over dif-
ferent base schemes and with coefficients in Q and Z.
Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let X be a smooth variety
over k. As we are going to work with motivic finite-dimensionality, all
Chow groups CH i(X) will be mostly with coefficients in Q, and we will
use the notation CH iZ(X) for Chow groups with integral coefficients.
For any codimension i let Ai(X) be a subgroup in CH i(X) generated by
cycles algebraically equivalent to zero. Respectively, AiZ(X) is a subgroup
of algebraically trivial cycle classes in CH iZ(X).
Let CM (S) be the category of relative Chow motives over an arbitrary
irreducible smooth variety S over k constructed either contravariantly or
covariantly. Here we recall the construction of CM (S), for more infor-
mation the reader may consult the papers [8] and [7]. In contravariant
notation, if X and Y are two varieties over S such that the structure mor-
phisms X → S and Y → S are smooth and projective, and X = ∪jXj
are the connected components of X , then
CorrmS (X, Y ) = ⊕jCH
ej+m(Xj ×S Y )
is a group of relative correspondences of degree m from X to Y over S,
where ej is the relative dimension of Xj over S. Given a morphism f :
X → Y over S, the transpose Γtf of its graph Γf is in Corr
0
S(X, Y ). For
any two correspondences f : X → Y and g : Y → Z their composition
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g ◦ f is defined by a standard formula
g ◦ f = p13∗(p
∗
12(f) · p
∗
23(g)) ,
where the central dot denotes the intersection of cycle classes in Fulton’s
sense, [9], and the projections are projections of a fibred product over
S. Objects in CM (S) are triples (X/S, p, n) where p ∈ Corr0S(X,X)
is a projector (i.e., idempotent) and n is an integer. For motives M =
(X/S, p,m) and N = (Y/S, q, n), we have
Hom(M,N) = q ◦ Corrn−mS (X, Y ) ◦ p .
For any X/S its motive M(X/S) is defined by the relative diagonal
∆X/S, M(X/S) = (X/S,∆X/S, 0), and for any morphism f : X → Y
over S the correspondence Γtf defines a morphism M(f) : M(Y/S) →
M(X/S). Thus, we have a contravariant functor from the category of
smooth projective varieties over S to CM (S).
It is a substantial matter that the category CM (S) is rigid with a
tensor product satisfying the formula
(X/S, p,m)⊗ (Y/S, q, n) = (X ×S Y, p⊗S q,m+ n) .
The scheme S/S indexed by 0 gives the unite motive 1, and being indexed
by −1 it gives the Lefschetz motive L = (S,∆S/S ,−1). Later on, for
short, we will write Ln instead of tensor powers L⊗n. The duality in the
category CM (S) is defined as follows:
(X/S, p,m)∨ = (X/S, pt, d−m) ,
where X/S is of pure relative dimension d over S.
Notice that any degree zero correspondence f : X → Y between
smooth projective varieties over S acts on (absolute) Chow groups
f∗ : CH
i(X) −→ CH i(Y )
by the formula
f∗(z) = (p2)∗(p
∗
1(z) · f) ,
for any z ∈ CH i(X). For a motive M = (X, p,m) in CM (S) its Chow
groups are defined as follows:
CH i(M) = im(p∗ : CH
i+m(X) −→ CH i+m(X)).
Analogously, groups of algebraically trivial cycles of M are defined by
the formula
Ai(M) = im(p∗ : A
i+m(X) −→ Ai+m(X)) .
Fix a prime l 6= char(k) and let
H i(X)(j) = H ie´t(X,Ql(j))
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be the l-adic e´tale cohomology group for variety X over the field k.
Correspondences act also on cohomology, and cohomology groups of a
motive M = (X, p,m) in CM (S) are defined by the formula:
H i(M)(j) = p∗H
i+2m(X)(j +m) .
If f : S → S ′ is a morphism of base schemes over k, then f gives a
base change tensor functor f ∗ : CM (S ′) −→ CM (S). If F is a field, we
will write CM (F ) for the category of Chow motives over Spec(F ).
Sometimes we will use the category of integral Chow motives CM Z(S).
These are defined in the same way as rational ones but all Chow groups
must be taken with integral coefficients. For a variety X/S, letMZ(X/S)
be the integral motive (X/S,∆X/S, 0) in the category CM Z(S).
By Manin’s identity principle, a motive M in CM (k) is trivial if and
only if CH∗(M ⊗M(X)) = 0 for any smooth projective variety X over
k. We will need a slightly different assertion:
Lemma 1. Let Ω be a universal domain over k, i.e. an algebraically
closed field of infinite transcendence degree over k. Let M ∈ CM (k) and
assume that CH∗(MΩ) = 0, where MΩ is the pullback of M to CM (Ω)
induced by the morphism Spec(Ω)→ Spec(k). Then it follows that M =
0 in CM (k).
Proof. Let M = (V, q, n) be an object in CM (k) and assume that the
group CH∗(MΩ) is trivial in CM (Ω). By Manin’s principle, in order
to prove that M = 0 in CM (k) it is enough to show that CH∗(M ⊗
M(X)) = 0 for any smooth projective and irreducible variety X over k.
But in fact we will prove more.
Let X be any irreducible variety over k. The projections p13 : V ×
V × X → V × X and p23 : V × V × X → V × X are flat and proper
morphisms of algebraic varieties. Let us define an action
q ⊗X : CH i(V ×X)→ CH i(V ×X)
by the formula:
(q ⊗X)(a) = p23∗(p
∗
13(a) ·p12 q) .
Here we use an operation ∗·p12∗ defined in [9, Ch.8], i.e. intersection with
respect to the projection p12. This is possible because p12 is a projection
onto a smooth variety. Notice that, as q is an idempotent, so is q ⊗X .
Let now U be a Zariski open subset in X and let Z = X − U . The
localization exact sequence
CHe+d−i(V × Z) −→ CH
i(V ×X) −→ CH i(V × U)→ 0 ,
where e = dim(V ) and d = dim(X), gives an exact sequence
⊕UCHe+d−i(V × Z) −→ CH
i(V ×X) −→ colimCH i(V × U) → 0 .
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Since the colimit is, actually, isomorphic to CH i(VK), where K = k(X),
we get an exact sequence
⊕UCHe+d−i(V × Z) −→ CH
i(V ×X) −→ CH i(VK)→ 0 .
Applying the projectors q⊗Z, q⊗X and q⊗K, using their compatibility
with pull-backs and push-forwards and passing to images of idempotents
we obtain an exact sequence
⊕U im(q ⊗ Z) −→ im(q ⊗X) −→ CH
i(MK)→ 0 .
Now we use induction by d = dim(X) in order to show that im(q ⊗
X) = 0 for any irreducible X . If d = 0 then im(q ⊗ X) = CH i(M).
Since CH i(MΩ) = 0 and we work with coefficients in Q, it follows that
CH i(M) = 0 too. Suppose we have shown that im(q ⊗X) = 0 for X of
dimensions 0, 1, . . . , d− 1, and let X be a variety of dimension d. Again,
CH i(MK) = 0 because CH
i(MΩ) = 0, and im(q ⊗ Z) = 0 by induction
hypothesis. Hence im(q ⊗X) = 0 as well.
Finally, if X is smooth and projective, we get im(q ⊗X) = CH i(M ⊗
M(X)) = 0. Then M = 0 by Manin’s principle. 
3. Representability of algebraic cycles
Let V be a smooth projective variety over k. The group AiZ(V ) is said
to be (weakly) representable, [5], if there exists a smooth projective curve
Γ, a cycle class z in CH iZ(Γ × V ), and an algebraic subgroup G ⊂ JΓ
in the Jacobian variety JΓ, such that for any algebraically closed field Ω
containing k the induced homomorphism
z∗ : JΓ(Ω) = A
1
Z(ΓΩ)→ A
i
Z(VΩ)
is surjective, and its kernel is the group G(Ω). Working with coefficients
in Q the matter of closeness of ker(z∗) will be omitted, and representabil-
ity of Ai(X) means the existence of a surjective homomorphism z∗. We
call this rational representability.
Recall that for any smooth projective variety V , there is a canonical
homomorphism
λil : CH
i
Z(V ){l} −→ H
2i−1
e´t (V,Ql/Zl(i)) ,
constructed in [4], where CH iZ(V ){l} is the l-power torsion subgroup
in CH iZ(V ). The homomorphisms λ
i
l are functorial with respect to the
action of correspondences between smooth projective varieties.
The following result is well-know, and we put it here for the conve-
nience of the reader. The argument is a combination of the results of
Roitman, Jannsen, Bloch, and Srinivas, see [13].
Lemma 2. Let V be a smooth projective variety of dimension d over an
algebraically closed field k. Assume resolution of singularities for vari-
eties of dimension d−1 if the field k is of positive characteristic. Suppose
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that the group Ad(V ) is rationally representable. Then the following is
true:
(1) the kernel of the Albanese morphism AdZ(V )→ Alb(V )(k) is triv-
ial,
(2) all classes in H2(V )(1) and H2d−2(V )(d− 1) are algebraic,
(3) the integral Chow group A2Z(V ) is representable,
(4) the cokernel of the homomorphism A2Z(V ) → CH
2
Z(V )hom van-
ishes if char(k) = 0 and is p-torsion if char(k) = p > 0. Also,
A2(VΩ) = CH
2(VΩ)hom for any algebraically closed field Ω ⊃ k,
(5) the homomorphism
λ2l (V ) : CH
2
Z(V ){l} −→ H
3
e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2))
is injective and has finite cokernel.
Proof. (1) By definition of rational representability, there exists a smooth
projective curve Γ and a cycle class z ∈ CHd(Γ × V ) such that the ho-
momorphism z∗ : A
1(Γ) → Ad(V ) is surjective. Let Z be a codimension
d algebraic cycle on Γ × V representing the class z. Suppose Z ′ is an
irreducible component of Z such that the projection pΓ : Z
′ → Γ is not
generically finite. Then the image pΓ(Z
′) is strictly less than Γ and the
homomorphism [Z ′]∗ : A
1(Γ) → Ad(V ) vanishes. Thus, one can assume
that each irreducible component Zi of the cycle Z =
∑
imiZi projects
generically finite onto Γ.
It is easy now to compute the action of z∗ in terms of symmetric
powers of algebraic varieties. For any variety W let SnW be its n-th
symmetric power. Let also ai be the degree of the generically finite
morphism pΓ : Zi → Γ, and put m =
∑
i |mi|ai. Then we have an
obvious map
Γ× Γ −→ SmV × SmV
by taking a preimage with additional multiplicities mi of the first point
on Γ under the surjections Zi → Γ and then sending everything onto V
via the compositions Zi ⊂ Γ× V → V , and the same with multiplicities
−mi for the second point on Γ. For any natural number n we also have
a map
SnΓ× SnΓ −→ SmnV × SmnV ,
and the square
SnΓ× SnΓ

// SmnV × SmnV

A1Z(Γ)
// AdZ(V )
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is commutative, where the vertical maps send (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) to
the corresponding sums of differences xi−yi. As Γ is a curve, there exists
a natural number n, such that the left vertical mapping is onto. Since
the map
z∗ : A
1(Γ)→ Ad(V )
is surjective by the rational representability of zero-cycles on V , we have
that the Q-span of the image of the right vertical map
SmnV × SmnV −→ AdZ(V )
is the whole group Ad(V ). Moreover, this remains true after we extend
scalars to any algebraically closed field Ω containing k, in particular, one
can take Ω to be uncountable. It follows then from [13, Prop. 1.6] that
the kernel of the Albanese morphism AdZ(V )→ Alb(V )(k) is trivial.
(2) The same Proposition 1.6 in [13] says that there exists a curve
E ⊂ V , such that CHd((V − E)Ω) = 0 for any algebraically closed field
Ω ⊃ k. By [6], there exists a natural number N , a divisor D ⊂ V ,
and codimension d cycles R1, R2 on V × V such that SuppR1 ⊂ E × V ,
SuppR2 ⊂ V ×D, and
[N∆V ] = [R1] + [R2]
in CHd(V × V ). Following op.cit., consider resolutions of singularities
i′ : E˜ → E, j′ : D˜ → D and put i : E˜ → V and j : D˜ → V be the compo-
sitions of i′ and j′ with the corresponding closed embedings of E and D
into V . Let also R˜1 and R˜2 be strict transforms of R1 and R2 on E˜ × V
and V × D˜ respectively. Using the projection formula for e´tale cohomol-
ogy and the decomposition [N∆V ] = [R1] + [R2] it is not hard now to
show that any class in H2(V )(1) is a sum of a class from (R˜1)∗H
2(E˜)(1)
and a class from j∗H
0(D˜). As E˜ is a smooth curve, the groups H2(E˜)(1)
and H0(D˜) are algebraic. Then all classes in H2(V )(1) are algebraic.
Since the intersection pairing between algebraic classes in H2(V )(1) and
H2d−2(V )(d − 1) is non-degenerate, all classes in H2d−2(V )(d − 1) are
algebraic too.
(3) It is proved in [6, Theorem 1(i)] that under the above assumptions
the integral group A2Z(V ) is representable (even if the characteristic of
k is positive) in the sense that there exists an abelian variety A over k
and a regular isomorphism of groups A2Z(XΩ) → A(Ω), where Ω ⊃ k
is a universal domain. Therefore, there exists an algebraic subgroup
G ⊂ Pic0(D˜) such that G(Ω) is the kernel of surjective homomorphism
j∗ : A
1
Z(D˜Ω) → A
2
Z(VΩ). This implies that A
2
Z(V ) is representable in the
sense used in the present paper.
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(4) The first assertion is contained in [6, Theorem 1(ii),(iii)]. It follows
immediately that CH2(VΩ)hom = A
2(VΩ).
(5) The injectivity of λ2l was proved in [19], and we need only to
show that the cokernel is finite. Since E˜ is a smooth curve the group
H3e´t(E˜,Ql/Zl(2)) vanishes. Acting on e´tale cohomology by correspon-
dences R1 and R2 with
[N∆V ] = [R1] + [R2],
we see that the group N · H3e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2)) coincides with the image of
the homomorphism
j∗ : H
1
e´t(D˜,Ql/Zl(1))→ H
3
e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2)) .
As it was mentioned above, actions of correspondences commute with
the homomorphisms λl. Therefore, as
λ1l : CH
1
Z(D˜){l} → H
1
e´t(D˜,Ql/Zl(1))
is bijective by [4], the image of λ2l contains the subgroupN ·H
3
e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2)).
Let r be the l-adic valuation of N . Then we have that
N ·H3e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2)) = l
r ·H3e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2)) .
The exact sequence of e´tale sheaves on V
0→ µ⊗2lr → Ql/Zl(2)
lr
→ Ql/Zl(2)→ 0
yields the exact sequence of cohomology groups
H3e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2))
lr
→ H3e´t(V,Ql/Zl(2))→ H
4
e´t(V, µ
⊗2
lr ) .
Since the group H4e´t(V, µ
⊗2
lr ) is finite, we conclude that the cokernel of λ
2
l
is finite. 
4. Motivic vision of representability
Now let us have a motivic look at the representability of algebraic
cycles in the case of dimension 3. Let X be a smooth projective threefold
over an algebraically closed field k. Fix a closed point x0 on X and let
π0 = [x0 ×X ] and π6 = [X × x0]
be two projectors splitting 1 and L3 from M(X). Let also
π1 and π5
be the Picard and Albanese projectors respectively, constructed in [22]
(see also [25]) and splitting the Picard motive M1(X) and the Albanese
motive M5(X) from M(X).
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Let, furthermore, {D′i}, i = 1, . . . , b, be a collection ofQ-divisors whose
classes give a base in the Neron–Severi group NS1Q(X). Note that the
cycles
Di = D
′
i − π1(D
′
i)
have the same class in the Neron–Severi group as D′i and π1(Di) = 0.
Analogously, let {Ei} be rational 1-cycles giving a base in the dual group
NSQ1 (X) such that π1(Ei) = 0 and 〈Di ·Ej〉 = δij . The correspondence
π2 =
[
b∑
i=1
Ei ×Di
]
∈ CH3(X ×X)
is a projector, and we set
π4 = π
t
2 .
Then (X, π2, 0) ∼= L
⊕b and (X, π4, 0) ∼= (L
2)⊕b.
All these projectors πi are pairwise orthogonal. This is well-known for
πi, i 6= 2, 4, [25], and the assertion for π2 and π4 can be proved by the
arguments used in [14, Prop.14.2.3]. Therefore, we get a decomposition
M(X) ∼= 1⊕M1(X)⊕ L⊕b ⊕N ⊕ (L2)⊕b ⊕M5(X)⊕ L3 ,
where
N = (X, π, 0)
and
π = ∆X − π0 − π1 − π2 − π4 − π5 − π6 .
Notice that for any i ∈ {0, 1, 5, 6} the projector πi acts identically on
H i(X) and trivially on Hj(X) when j 6= i. The motivic Poincare´ duality
for M(X) (see [25]) induces an isomorphism N ∼= N∨ ⊗ L3.
Assume now that A3(X) is rationally representable. Then for any
index i = 2, 4 the projector πi acts trivially on H
j(X) if j 6= i and
identically on H i(X), because NS1Ql(X) = H
2(X)(1) and NSQl1 (X) =
H4(X)(2) by Lemma 2 (2). Besides, all the projectors πi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 5, 6},
act trivially on CH2(X) (see [22, Theorems 1, 2]) and [25, Theorem 4.4
(iii)], and the action of π4 on CH
2(X) is given by the formula:
π4(a) =
b∑
i=1
〈a ·Di〉Ei
for any a ∈ CH2(X), so that the kernel of the action of π4 coincides with
the group CH2(X)num.
The Chow group CH i(N) is, by definition, the image of the action
of the correspondence π on CH i(X). Since that correspondence is the
orthogonal complement in the diagonal to the sum π0+π1+π2+π4+π5+π6
it follows that CH i(N) is, at the same time, the kernel of the action of
this sum.
It is not hard to see that CH i(N) = 0 when i 6= 2. As all πi, i ∈
{0, 1, 2, 5, 6}, act trivially on CH2(X), we have that CH2(N) is nothing
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but the kernel of the action of π4, which is the group CH
2(X)num. On
the other hand, CH1(X)num = CH
1(X)hom for divisors. As the group
H2(X)(1) is algebraic by Lemma 2(2) and the pairing between H2(X)(1)
and H4(X)(2) is non-degenerate, it follows that CH2(X)num coincides
with CH2(X)hom, and CH
2(X)hom = A
2(X) by Lemma 2(4). Thus,
CH2(N) = A2(X) .
Clearly,
H3(N) = H3(X) and Hj(N) = 0 for j 6= 3 .
It all means that, provided A3(X) is representable, N is the middle
motive in M(X) controlling algebraic cycles in codimension 2 on X .
Our main aim is to show that N is finite-dimensional bringing finite-
dimensionality for the entire motive M(X), see Theorem 8 and Corol-
lary 9 below.
By Lemma 2 (3), the integral Chow group A2Z(X) is representable. Let
Γ be a smooth projective curve, z ∈ CH2Z(Γ×X) be a correspondence and
let G be an algebraic subgroup in JΓ coming from the definition of the
integral representability of A2Z(X). The cycle class z can be considered
also as a morphism
z : MZ(Γ)⊗ L −→MZ(X) .
The quotient J = JΓ/G is an abelian variety, and the corresponding
projection
α : JΓ −→ J
induces a morphism
M(α) :M(J) −→M(JΓ) .
Fixing a point on the curve Γ we obtain an embedding
iΓ : Γ →֒ JΓ ,
which gives a morphism
M(iΓ) : M(JΓ) −→M(Γ) .
Composing all of these three morphisms, twisted by L when appropriate,
we obtain a morphism
w = z ◦ (M(α ◦ iΓ)⊗ idL) : MZ(J)⊗ L→MZ(X).
Lemma 3. The integral correspondence w : MZ(J) ⊗ L → MZ(X) in-
duces a homomorphism of integral Chow groups
w∗ : A
1
Z(J) −→ A
2
Z(X) ,
which is an isogeny, i.e. is surjective with finite kernel.
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Proof. Recall that for any abelian variety A there exists an ample line
bundle L on the dual variety A∨ defining an isogeny ϕL : A
∨ → A,
see [21]. For JΓ there exists an ample line bundle Θ on J
∨
Γ , so-called
theta-bundle, such that ϕΘ : J
∨
Γ → JΓ is an isomorphism of abelian va-
rieties, which coincides with the homomorphism i∗Γ : A
1
Z(JΓ) → A
1
Z(Γ)
via the natural identifications of J∨Γ with A
1
Z(JΓ) and JΓ with A
1
Z(Γ).
The surjective morphism α : JΓ → J induces an injective dual morphism
α∨ : J∨ →֒ J∨Γ , and the composition J
∨ α
∨
−→ J∨Γ
ϕΘ
−→ JΓ
α
−→ J coin-
cides with the isogeny ϕL, where L is a restriction of Θ on J
∨, loc. cit.
The identification J∨ = A1Z(J) shows that the composition of the group
homomorphisms
A1Z(J)
α∗
−→ A1Z(JΓ)
i∗
Γ−→ A1Z(Γ) = JΓ
α
−→ J
is an isogeny in the above sense. Since w∗ = z∗ ◦ i
∗
Γ ◦α
∗ and z∗ : A
1
Z(Γ)→
A2Z(X) factors through J , such that J
∼= A2Z(X), we get the needed
assertion. 
For any abelian group A let A{l} be the subgroup of l-primary torsion
in A, i.e. the union of the kernels of all multiplication by li homomor-
phisms A
li
→ A.
Corollary 4. The homomorphism
w∗ : CH
1
Z(J){l} → CH
2
Z(X){l}
has finite kernel and cokernel.
Proof. By Lemma 3 the homomorphism A1Z(J) −→ A
2
Z(X) is surjec-
tive with finite kernel. It follows that the homomorphism A1Z(J){l} −→
A2Z(X){l} has finite kernel and is surjective, too. Consider the following
commutative square:
A1Z(J){l}

w∗
// A2Z(X){l}

CH1Z(J){l}
w∗
// CH2Z(X){l}
The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism because J is an abelian variety.
The right vertical arrow decomposes as
A2Z(X){l} → CH
2
Z(X)hom{l} → CH
2
Z(X){l} .
The cokernel of the injective homomorphism A2Z(X) → CH
2
Z(X)hom is
p-torsion by Lemma 2(4). Since l 6= p the first homomorphism in the
above composition is an isomorphism A2Z(X){l}
∼= CH2Z(X)hom{l}. The
cokernel of the second injective homomorphism in the composition is
contained in the group H4e´t(X,Zl(2)){l}, so is finite. 
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We need some more l-adic tools. Recall that for any smooth projective
variety V of dimension d over k we have a nondegenerate bilinear pairing
(1) Hje´t(V,Z/n(i))×H
2d−j
e´t (V,Z/n(d− i)) −→ Z/n .
When n = ls we can pass to the limit of the system
· · · → Z/ls+1 −→ Z/ls → . . . .
getting a pairing
(2) Hje´t(V,Zl(i))×H
2d−j
e´t (V,Zl(d− i)) −→ Zl .
The point is that we can also pass to the colimit of the system
· · · → Z/lsZ
×l
−→ Z/ls+1Z → . . . ,
for the second variable in (1) having a pairing
(3) Hje´t(V,Zl(i))×H
2d−j
e´t (V,Ql/Zl(d− i)) −→ Ql/Zl ,
which is also nondegenerate, see [24, Theorem 1.11].
A straightforward tensoring of (2) with Ql/Zl gives a pairing
Hje´t(V,Zl(i))× (H
2d−j
e´t (V,Zl(d− i))⊗Ql/Zl) −→ Ql/Zl ,
which induces a homomorphism
H2d−je´t (V,Zl(d− i))⊗Ql/Zl −→ Hom(H
j
e´t(V,Zl(i)),Ql/Zl) .
The nondegenerate pairing (3) gives an isomorphism
Hom(Hje´t(V,Zl(i)),Ql/Zl)
∼= H
2d−j
e´t (V,Ql/Zl(d− i)) ,
loc.cit. Thus, one has a homomorphism
̺ : H2d−je´t (V,Zl(d− i))⊗Ql/Zl −→ H
2d−j
e´t (V,Ql/Zl(d− i)) .
Since the pairing (2) has finite kernels on both variables, the homo-
morphism ̺ has finite kernel and cokernel.
Lemma 5. The homomorphism w∗ : H
1(J)(−1)→ H3(X) is bijective.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
CH1Z(J){l}
λ1
l

w∗
// CH2Z(X){l}
λ2
l

H1e´t(J,Ql/Zl(1))
w∗
// H3e´t(X,Ql/Zl(2))
The homomorphism λ1l is bijective by [4]. The homomorphism λ
2
l is
injective and has finite cokernel by Lemma 2(5). The top horizontal
homomorphism has finite kernel and cokernel by Corollary 4. Therefore,
the bottom horizontal homomorphism has finite kernel and cokernel too.
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The diagram
H1e´t(J,Zl(1))⊗Zl Ql/Zl
̺

w∗
// H3e´t(X,Zl(2))⊗Zl Ql/Zl
̺

H1e´t(J,Ql/Zl(1))
w∗
// H3e´t(X,Ql/Zl(2))
commutes and, as we have seen just now, the vertical homomorphisms ̺
have finite kernels and cokernels. Since the bottom horizontal homomor-
phism has finite kernel and cokernel, so is the top horizontal homomor-
phism. Since e´tale cohomology groups with Zl-coefficients are finitely
generated Zl-modules, the homomorphism
w∗ : H
1
e´t(J,Zl(1)) −→ H
3
e´t(X,Zl(2))
also has finite kernel and cokernel (it is, in fact, injective but we do
not need that). Therefore, after tensoring with Ql, the homomorphism
w∗ : H
1(J)(−1)→ H3(X) is bijective. 
Remark 6. If char(k) = 0 then one can use relations between abelian
varieties and polarizable weight one Hodge structures getting a more
direct proof of Lemma 5 that will not use the homomorphism λ2l .
The decomposition of rational motives of abelian varieties, [8], [17],
M(J) ∼=
2 dim(J)⊕
i=0
∧iM1(J) ,
yields an injective morphism
iJ : M
1(J) −→ M(J) .
We put
M = M1(J)⊗ L ,
and let
f : M −→M(X)
be the composition f = π ◦ w ◦ iJ . Then f can be also considered as a
morphism into the middle motive N , i.e.
f : M −→ N .
Corollary 7. The correspondence f : M → N induces an bijective ho-
momorphism
f∗ : H
3(M) = H1(M1(J))(−1)
∼=
−→ H3(N) .
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Proof. The homomorphism
w∗ : H
1(J)(−1)→ H3(X)
is bijective by Lemma 5. Since
(iJ)∗ : H
1(M1(J)) −→ H1(M(J)) = H1(J)
is an isomorphism, and π induces an isomorphism between H3(X) and
H3(N), the composition f = π ◦ w ◦ iJ induces an isomorphism
f∗ : H
1(M1(J))(−1)
(iJ )∗
−→ H1(J)(−1)
w∗−→ H3(X)
π∗−→ H3(N) .
Let now πJ1 be the Picard projector for the variety J , so that M
1(J) =
(J, πJ1 , 0). Then,
H1(M1(J))(−1) = H1(J, πJ1 , 0)(−1) = H
3(J, πJ1 ,−1) = H
3(M) .
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. Motives of threefolds with representable A3(X)
In this section we will prove a theorem giving a precise motivic cri-
terium of weak representability of algebraic cycles on a threefold over an
arbitrary algebraically closed field k.
Theorem 8. Let X be a smooth projective threefold over an algebraically
closed field k. The group A3(X) is rationally representable if and only if
the motive M(X) has the following Chow-Ku¨nneth decomposition:
M(X) ∼= 1⊕M1(X)⊕ L⊕b ⊕ (M1(J)⊗ L)⊕ (L2)⊕b ⊕M5(X)⊕ L3 ,
where M1(X) and M5(X) are the Picard and Albanese motives respec-
tively, b = b2(X) = b4(X) is the Betti number, and J is a certain abelian
variety over k, isogenous to the intermediate Jacobian J2(X) if k = C.
Proof. Notice that if M(X) has a decomposition of the above type then
A3(X) is representable. Indeed, the only Chow group of a Picard motive
is concentrated in codimension one, [22, Theorem 1]. Therefore, from
the above decomposition we get
A3(X) ∼= A3(M5(X)) .
The hard Lefschetz theorem for Chow motives gives an isomorphism
M1(X)⊗ L2
∼=
−→M5(X) ,
[25, Theorem 4.4 (ii)]. Then
A3(M5(X)) ∼= A1(M1(X)) ,
and the last thing is representable since it is a Chow group of codimension
one algebraic cycles.
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Conversely, assume A3(X) is representable. We use notations and
constructions from Section 4. Our strategy is to split the motive M from
N through the morphism f and to show that the rest has no Chow groups,
so vanishes by Lemma 1. Then the middle motive N will be isomorphic
to the motive M = M1(J)⊗L, and combining all the gadgets developed
above we will obtain the desired Chow-Ku¨nneth decomposition.
First notice that in any pseudo-abelian category A if A
f
→ B and B
g
→
A are two morphisms, such that the composition gf is an automorphism
h of the object A, then fh−1g is an idempotent on B.
In our case, we want to construct a morphism g : N → M such that
the composition g ◦f would be an automorphism of the motive M . That
can be done with the aid of Corollary 7. Indeed, let n = dim(J) and
let M2n−1(J) be the Albanese motive for the abelian variety J . Since
the Albanese projector is nothing but the transposition of the Picard
projector, we have that
M2n−1(J) = M1(J)∨ ⊗ Ln .
By the hard Lefschetz theorem for Chow motives,
M1(J)⊗ Ln−1
∼=
−→ M2n−1(J) ,
[25, Theorem 4.4 (ii)]. Then we have the following isomorphism:
M∨ ⊗ L3 = M1(J)∨ ⊗ L2 = M2n−1(J)⊗ L2−n ∼= M1(J)⊗ L = M .
Define g to be a composition
g : N = N∨ ⊗ L3
f∨⊗id
L
3
// M∨ ⊗ L3
∼=
// M .
As f induces an isomorphism on the third cohomology groups by Corol-
lary 7, the morphism g also induces an isomorphism on H3,
g∗ : H
3(N)
∼=
−→ H3(M) .
We need to show that the composition
h = gf
is an automorphism of the motive M . There is a canonical isomorphism
End(M1(J)) = End(J)⊗Z Q ,
where End(J) is the ring of regular endomorphisms of the abelian variety
J , see [25, Proposition 4.5]. Each such an endomorphism induces an
endomorphism of the first cohomology of J , so we have a homomorphism
End(J)⊗Z Q −→ End(H
1(J)) ,
Let h˜ be an endomorphism of J such that its rational multiple is in-
duced by h. Since h induces an automorphism on the group H3(M) =
H1(J)(−1) the endomorphism h˜ is an isogeny. Let h˜−1 be its quasi-
inverse isogeny, so that the composition h˜−1h˜ is a multiplication by a
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natural number, and the same for h˜h˜−1. Tensoring with Q we see that h˜
is invertible in the algebra End(J) ⊗Z Q. Hence, h is an automorphism
of the motive M .
Then immediately we have a splitting
N = M ⊗N ′
in CM (k) defined by the projector
π3 = fh
−1g
and its orthogonal complement
π′3 = π − π3 .
Then
∆X = π
′
3 +
6∑
i=0
πi
is a decomposition of the diagonal into eight pair-wise orthogonal idem-
potents in the associative ring End(M(X)). Respectively, for each index
j = 0, 1, 2, 3 we have a decomposition
CHj(X) = CHj(X, π′3, 0)⊕
(
⊕6i=0CH
j(X, πi, 0)
)
.
It is well-known that
⊕6i=0CH
j(X, πi, 0) = CH
j(X)
for all j ∈ {0, 1, 3}, see [25, Theorem 4.4 (iii)], and the same holds over
any algebraically closed extension Ω ⊃ k. As to codimension 2, we know
already that
w∗ : A
1(J)→ A2(X)
is an isomorphism by Lemma 3, which remains valid after a scalar ex-
tension Ω ⊃ k. Since
(iJ)∗ : CH
1(M1(J)Ω)
∼=
−→ A1(JΩ)
is an isomorphism and π acts identically on A2(XΩ), we see that f defines
an isomorphism of rational Chow groups
f∗ : CH
2(MΩ) = CH
1(M1(JΩ))
∼=
−→ A2(XΩ) .
Since π3 = fh
−1g,
CH2(MΩ) = CH
2((X, π3, 0)Ω) = A
2(XΩ) .
Moreover,
CH2((X, π4, 0)Ω) = NS
Q
1 (XΩ) .
Then,
CH2((X, π3 + π4, 0)Ω) = CH
2(XΩ) ,
so that
CHj(N ′Ω) = 0
for any j. Then N ′ = 0 by Lemma 1.
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By Corollary 7, the correspondence w : M(J) ⊗ L → M(X) gives an
isomorphism w∗ : H
1(J)(−1) → H3(X). If k = C this gives a corre-
sponding isomorphism of rational Hodge structures, so that the inter-
mediate Jacobian J3(X) is algebraic. Since the integral correspondence
w : MZ(J) ⊗ L → MZ(X) acts on integral Hodge structures, it acts
also on intermediate Jacobians, i.e. there exists a morphism of abelian
varieties w∗ : J → J
2(X). Since w∗ induces an isomorphism on first
rational cohomology groups of these abelian varieties, it is an isogeny.
This completes the proof. 
Recall that a Chow motive is said to be abelian if it is an object in the
full tensor pseudo-abelian subcategory generated by motives of curves in
CM (k). By Kimura’s results, all abelian motives are finite-dimensional,
see [15].
Corollary 9. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension 3 over
an algebraically closed field k, such that the group A3(X) is rationally
representable. Then the motive M(X) is finite-dimensional.
Proof. All the components in the above decomposition of M(X) are
abelian, so finite-dimensional. 
6. Threefolds fibred by surfaces with algebraic H2
By the results of Bloch, Murre and Kolla´r the group A3(X) is rep-
resentable if X is a Fano threefold over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero. In this section we will prove representability (with
coefficients in Q) of A3(X) for threefolds fibred over a curve with rep-
resentable algebraic cycles in the generic fibre and satisfying a certain
additional condition. We will use desingularization of algebraic surfaces,
which is known to be always valid, so that we proceed to work over an
algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic.
We need to introduce some more terminology and prove a certain lo-
calization lemma. First we should recall a localized version of weak repre-
sentability. Let V be a smooth (not necessary projective) variety over k,
and let A be a quotient of Ai(V ), i.e., we are given a surjective morphism
of Q-vector spaces
Ai(V ) −→ A .
Then A is said to be representable if there exists a smooth projective
curve Γ and a cycle class z in CH i(Γ× V ), such that the composition
A1(Γ)
z∗−→ Ai(V )→ A
is surjective.
Notice that, as we use Chow groups with coefficients in Q, we omit the
matter of closeness of the kernel of the homomorphism z∗.
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In particular, given a relative Chow motive M over a smooth base S,
one can speak about representability of the group Ai(M) because it is a
quotient of Ai(V ) for a certain smooth S-variety V . It is easy to show
that representability of Ai(M) does not depend on the choice of a variety
V and a projector on it.
Let V be an open subset in a smooth projective varietyW . The restric-
tion homomorphism Ai(W ) → Ai(V ) is surjective, and representability
of Ai(V ) as an identical quotient of itself is equivalent to representability
of Ai(V ) as a quotient of Ai(W ).
If Ai(V ) splits into a finite direct sum of subspaces, each of which
is representable, then the whole group Ai(V ) is representable too. This
was established in [3] (see somewhat more detailed expansion of that idea
in [10]). Therefore, in proving representability, we may cover Ai(V ) by
zero-cycles on a finite collection of smooth projective algebraic curves,
and then patch altogether into a representability of Ai(V ) by a unique
curve Γ.
We will also need a method of tracking information on algebraic cycles
from the generic fibre of a family of varieties to a fibre over a closed
point. This can be done in a few ways, actually. Possibly the simplest
and most visual one is through so-called “spread+limit” construction in
smooth families.
Let R be a discrete valuation ring with the maximal ideal m, K be the
fraction field and l = R/m be the residue field. Let K¯ and l¯ be algebraic
closures of the fields K and l respectively. Let also S = Spec(R). For
any smooth morphism of schemes V → S, we have a a specialization
homomorphism
σ : CH i(VK) −→ CH
i(Vl)
which commutes with intersection products, pull-backs and push-forwards
of algebraic cycles, see [9, 20.3].
In geometrical situation σ can be interpreted as follows. Let C be an
algebraic curve of an algebraically closed field k, and let R be the local
ring at a closed point on it. If X → C is a smooth family over C, then σ
gives a homomorphism from the Chow group CH i(Xη) of the geometrical
generic fibre of the family X → C to the Chow group CH i(Xp) of its
fibre over a closed point p on C. Let Z be an algebraic cycle on Xη. Let
Z ′ be the Zariski closure of a spread of Z over some Zariski open subset
in C containing the point p. Then
σ([Z]) = [Z ′p] .
We need to know two things about geometrical specialization homo-
morphisms. First of all, specializations σ commute with intersection
products, pull-backs and push-forwards of algebraic cycles. It follows
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immediately that, given a smooth family X → C over a curve C, finite-
dimensionality of the motive of the generic fibre Xη (orXη¯) implies finite-
dimensionality of the motive of the fibre Xp over a closed point p on C.
Indeed, motivic finite-dimensionality of Xη is equivalent to the decom-
position of the diagonal ∆Xη into two orthogonal projectors αη and βη,
such that a wedge power of αη and a symmetric power of βη are rationally
trivial on XNη for some N . Applying the specialization σ we obtain that
the same property for the diagonal holds true in the special fibre Xp.
Certainly, this can be also proved in a more sophisticated way by means
of Ayoub’s motivic vanishing cycle functor, see [1].
Another thing is that specializations commute with cycle maps, [9,
20.3]. More precisely, if R is Henselian, say complete, then passing to
colimits over finite extensions of R we also have a specialization homo-
morphism over algebraically closed fields:
σ : CH i(VK¯) −→ CH
i(Vl¯) .
Moreover, one has a commutative diagram
CH i(VK¯)
σ

cl
// H2i(VK¯)(i)
σ , ∼=

CH i(Vk¯) // H
2i(Vk¯)(i)
Lemma 10. Let X → C be a smooth morphism of relative dimension
two onto an algebraic curve C over k. Let p be a closed point on C.
Then, if A2(Xη¯) is representable, the group A
2(Xp) is also representable.
Proof. Since zero-cycles on the surface Xη¯ are representable, it follows
that its diagonal is balanced by curves, [6], so the motive M(Xη¯) is
finite-dimensional, [12], and the group H2(Xη¯)(1) is algebraic, [2]. Us-
ing a henselisation of the local ring at p and the above commutative
square we see that the algebraicity of H2(Xη¯)(1) implies algebraicity of
H2(Xp)(1). Moreover, the finite-dimensionality of M(Xη¯) implies finite-
dimensionality of M(Xp) through the specialization σ. Then A
2(Xp) is
representable by [12]. 
Lemma 11. Let X → C be a projective dominant morphism from a
smooth irreducible threefold X over k onto a smooth irreducible curve C
over k. Let U be a non-empty Zariski open subset in C, and let Y =
X×C U be the preimage of U under the morphism X → C. Then A
2(X)
is representable if and only if A2(Y ) is representable. If, moreover, zero-
cycles in the geometric generic fibre Xη¯ and in desingularizations of all
the degenerate fibers of the morphism X → C are representable, then the
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same assertion holds in codimension three: A3(X) is representable if and
only if A3(Y ) is representable.
Proof. Let S be a finite collection of points on the curve C, such that U
is a complement of S in C. Let i be either 2, or 3. By the localization
sequence,
⊕p∈SCH
i−1(Xp) −→ CH
i(X) −→ CH i(Y )→ 0 ,
the Q-vector space CH i(X) splits into two parts,
CH i(X) = CH i(Y )⊕ I ,
where I is the image of the left hand side homomorphism. As it was
mentioned above, the right hand side surjection induces a surjective ho-
momorphism on algebraically trivial algebraic cycles,
Ai(X) −→ Ai(Y ) ,
and we get the splitting
Ai(X) = Ai(Y )⊕A ,
where A = I ∩ Ai(X) (the intersection is being taken inside CH i(X))
after we fix a section Ai(Y )→ Ai(X) and identify Ai(Y ) with its image
in Ai(X). It follows immediately that representability of Ai(X) implies
representability of Ai(Y ) and, in order to derive representability of Ai(X)
from representability of Ai(Y ) all we need is to show representability of
A, which depends on representability of Ai−1(Xp) for p ∈ S.
For codimension i = 2 the argument is simple. For any p ∈ S let
X˜p be a resolution of singularities of the surface Xp (X˜p = Xp if Xp is
smooth). We have that Ai(X˜p) = ⊕A
i(B), where the sum is taken over all
irreducible components B of the surface X˜p. The groups A
1(B) are rep-
resentable, hence the group A1(X˜p) is representable. The Ne´ron-Severi
group NS1Q(B) = CH
1(B)/A1(B) is finite-dimensional. In addition, each
morphism X˜p → Xp induces a surjective push-forward homomorphism
on Chow groups with rational coefficients. It follows that the kernel A of
the localization homomorphism A2(X)→ A2(Y ) splits into two Q-vector
subspaces A1 and A2, where A1 representable and the second subspace
A2 is finite-dimensional, so representable too.
In codimension 3 the situation is slightly more subtle. IfXp is a smooth
fiber, then A2(Xp) is representable by Lemma 10. If Xp is a degenerate
fibre X → C, then we need representability of A2(X˜p) for a desingular-
ization X˜p of the degenerate fibre Xp, but this is what we have by the
assumption of the lemma. In both cases, A2(X˜p) is representable, and
the quotient CH2(X˜p)/A
2(X˜p) is finite dimensional. It follows that A is
representable. 
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Remark 12. The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 11 implies the
following statement. LetM = (V/S, p, 0) be a relative Chow motive over
a smooth base S. Recall that it means, in particular, that the morphism
V → S is smooth and projective, and p is a relative projector on V .
Then, for any non-empty open subset U ⊂ C, representability of A2(M)
is equivalent to representability of A2(MU ), where MU = (VU/U, pU , 0),
VU = V ×C U , and pU is the restriction of p to VU .
Let again X → C be a projective dominant morphism from a smooth
irreducible threefold X over k onto a smooth irreducible curve C. Denote
by J the relative Albanese variety of the smooth part of X → C. There
is a smooth morphism J → C0, where C0 ⊂ C is the open subset over
which the morphism X → C is smooth. Let M1(J/C0) be the relative
Picard projector for the relative abelian variety J over C0, see [17].
Theorem 13. Let X → C be a projective dominant morphism from a
smooth irreducible threefold X over k onto a smooth irreducible curve C
over k, and let J and M1(J/C0) be as above. Suppose that A2(Xη¯) is
representable for the geometric generic fibre Xη¯ and that A
2(M1(J/C0))
is representable. Then A2(X) is representable. If, in addition, zero-cycles
in desingularizations of all the degenerate fibers of the morphism X → C
are representable, then A3(X) is representable.
Proof. Let U be a Zariski open subset in C and let Y = X ×C U be its
preimage. By Lemma 11, it is sufficient to show representability of Ai(Y )
for i = 2 and 3.
Murre’s projectors for a surface can be actually constructed over a non-
algebraically closed field, [22], [25]. Consider the Murre decomposition
of the diagonal for the generic fibre Xη,
∆Xη = π0 + π1 + π2 + π3 + π4,
which gives the corresponding decomposition for the motive
M(Xη) = ⊕
4
j=0M
j(Xη) ,
see [22], [25]. Recall that M0(Xη) = 1, M
1(Xη) ∼= M
1(Jη) by [25,
Proposition 4.5], M3(Xη) ∼= M
1(Jη) ⊗ L, M
4(Xη) = L
2 and the motive
M2(Xη) controls the Albanese kernel of Xη.
Recall that, by [12], representability of A2(Xη¯) is equivalent to the fact
that all classes inH2(Xη¯)(1) are algebraic and the motiveM(Xη¯) is finite-
dimensional. Working with rational coefficients, finite-dimensionality of
M(Xη¯) is equivalent to finite-dimensionality of M(Xη). Moreover, the
group H2(Xη¯)(1) is algebraic. Therefore, we have that
M2(Xη¯) = L
⊕b2 ,
where b2 = dimH2(Xη¯) is the second Betti number of Xη¯, see [12].
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Let now Πi be a spread of πi as an algebraic cycle, i = 0, . . . , 4. Cutting
out fibers of the morphism X → C we get that all Πi are idempotents
too. Notice that by Lemma 11 representability of Ai(X) is equivalent to
representability of Ai(Y ) for i = 2, 3. So, we have relative motives
M i(Y/U) = (Y/U,Πi, 0)
in the category CM (U) over U . Respectively, one has the decomposition
M(Y/U) =
4⊕
j=0
M j(Y/U)
in CM (U). Since
CM (η) = colim V CM (V ) ,
where the colimit is taken over all non-empty open subsets V in C, we
see that making U smaller we obtain isomorphisms of relative motives
M0(Y/U) ∼= 1 ,
M1(Y/U) ∼= M1(JU/U) ,
M3(Y/U) ∼= M1(JU/U)⊗ L ,
M4(Y/U) ∼= L2
and
M2(Y ′/U ′) ∼= L⊕b2 ,
where U ′ → U is a certain finite cover, Y ′ = Y ×U U
′, and JU = J×C0 U .
The above decomposition of the relative Chow motiveM(Y/U) implies
the corresponding decomposition of the Chow groups CH i(Y ) for i = 2
and 3:
CH i(Y ) =
= CH i(U)⊕ CH i(M1(JU/U))⊕ I ⊕ CH
i−1(M1(JU/U))⊕ CH
i−2(U) ,
where I is a direct summand in the group CH i−1(U ′)⊕b2. By Corollary 3.2
in [8] the group CH3(M1(JU/U)) consists of all elements α ∈ CH
3(JU)
such that for any natural number n we have n∗α = α, where n : JU → JU
is the multiplication by n. Thus, CH3(M1(JU/U)) = CH
3
5 (JU ,Q) in
notations from op.cit. Therefore by Theorem 2.19 in op.cit. the group
CH3(M1(JU/U)) vanishes.
Clearly, the analogous decomposition holds for the subgroup Ai(Y ) in
CH i(Y ) generated by cycles algebraically equivalent to zero. Therefore,
we have that
A2(Y ) = A2(M1(JU/U))⊕ A⊕ A
1(M1(JU/U)) ,
and
A3(Y ) = A2(M1(JU/U))⊕A
1(U) ,
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where A is a direct summand in A1(U ′)⊕b2 .
The groups
A1(U ′)⊕b2 , A , A1(M1(JU/U)) and A
1(U)
are always representable. Therefore, the representability of Ai(Y ) for
i = 2, 3 is equivalent to representability of the group A2(M1(JU/U)). By
Remark 12, the latter is equivalent to representability of A2(M1(J/C0)).
This completes the proof. 
7. Applications
The purpose of this section is to apply the above general results in order
to prove motivic finite-dimensionality for certain classes of threefolds X
over k. From now on we will assume that k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero.
The first thing to say is that motivic finite-dimensionality is a bira-
tional invariant in dimension three:
Lemma 14. Let X and Y be two smooth projective threefolds over k.
Assume that X is birationally equivalent to Y . Then M(X) is finite-
dimensional if and only if M(Y ) is finite-dimensional.
Proof. By Hironaka’s theorem, there is a blow-up with smooth centers
X˜ → X such that the induced rational morphism X˜ → Y is regular. As
motives of smooth curves are finite-dimensional, Manin’s motivic formula
for blow ups, [25, 2.7], and the standard properties of finite-dimensional
objects in tensor categories show that finite-dimensionality of X implies
finite-dimensionality of Y . By symmetry between X and Y , this proves
the needed result. 
The following theorem gives unconditional results on motivic finite-
dimensionality for Fano threefolds and threefolds fibred by Del Pezzo or
Enriques surfaces over a curve. Notice that any Fano threefold can be
fibred by K3 surfaces, and K3 surfaces cover Enriques’ ones.
Theorem 15. Let X be a smooth projective threefold over k, which be-
longs to one of the following two types of varieties:
• smooth projective Fano threefolds;
• up to birational equivalence X is fibred by Del Pezzo or Enriques
surfaces over a curve.
Then the group A3(X) is representable, the motiveM(X) is finite-dimen-
sional, and it has the Chow-Ku¨nneth decomposition as in Theorem 8.
Proof. Let first X be a Fano threefold over k. It is well know that the
groups A∗(X) are all representable on X , see [23]. Then M(X) has the
desired decomposition by Theorem 8, and so it is finite-dimensional by
Corollary 9.
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Assume now that, up to a birational equivalence, X is fibred over
a smooth irreducible curve C, X → C, with generic fibre being En-
riques’ surface. The motive of an Enriques surface is known to be
finite-dimensional, see [11]. Moreover, an Enriques surface is regular.
Therefore in notations of Theorem 13, the relative Albanese variety J
vanishes. Thus, by Theorem 13, representability of A3(X) depends on
representability of zero cycles in desingularizations of degenerate fibers of
the morphism X → C. Let p be a point on C, such that the correspond-
ing fibre Xp is degenerate. By Mumford’s semistable reduction theorem,
without loss of generality one can assume that Xp is a normal crossing
divisor on X . By Kulikov’s classification of semi-stable degeneration of
Enriques’ surfaces [18], we have that each component in Xp belongs to
the following three types: smooth Enriques, elliptic ruled and rational.
In all of these cas es the geometrical genus of each irreducible component
in Xp is equal to zero and the motive is finite-dimensional. Hence, the
corresponding Chow group of zero-cycles is representable. From this we
see that the Chow group of zero cycles of the desingularization of Xp is
representable too. Then A3(X) is representable by Theorem 13. Now,
again, M(X) has the desired decomposition by Theorem 8, and is finite-
dimensional by Corollary 9. The arguments for X fibred by Del Pezzo
surfaces are analogous. 
One can also state a conditional result which still have concrete geo-
metrical meaning. Below q stands for the irregularity of a surface.
Theorem 16. Let X be a smooth projective threefold over k up to a
birational equivalence fibred over a curve with the generic fibre being a
surface with pg = 0 and q = 1. Let, furthermore, E be a desingularization
of a projective closure of a spread of the elliptic curve Alb0(Xη), where
Xη is the generic fibre. Then, again, A
3(X) is representable, the motive
M(X) is finite-dimensional and it has the Chow-Ku¨nneth decomposition
as in Theorem 8, provided pg(E) = 0.
Proof. Indeed, in terms of Theorem 13 the surface E is just a desin-
gularization of a projective closure of the relative Albanese variety J .
As pg(E) = 0 and E is an elliptic surface, the motive M(E) is finite-
dimensional, [11]. It is equivalent to say that A2(E) is representable. It
follows that A2(J) is representable and, in particular, in A2(M1(J/C0))
is representable too. From results of Morrison, [20], we claim that all
irreducible components of a semistable degeneration of a hyperelliptic
surface has representable zero-cycles. Then, by Theorem 13, the Chow
group A3(X) is representable. Hence, the motive M(X) can be decom-
posed by Theorem 8, and it is finite-dimensional by Corollary 9. 
In conclusion one can say also that the methods above give us a possi-
bility to prove motivic finite-dimensionality for some threefolds fibred by
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surfaces of general type with pg = 0, provided we know representability
of zero-cycles in semi-stable degenerations of the generic fibre. And the
same is true for fiberings by ruled surfaces. However, such results are too
much conditional, so we do not state them here.
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